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Age Range  Stage Examples of what the child may be doing 

and suggestions of what to do 

0-1 years Fleeting attention:  

• Easily distracted  

• Able to look at where another person 

points  

• Establishing eye contact (few seconds)  

 Child will only attend to activities that they like for a short amount of 

time. 

 Try to establish ‘joint attention’- try to draw the child’s attention to 

something interesting so that you are looking at it together. 

1-2 years Rigid attention 

• Responds appropriately to familiar 

sounds/auditory cues  

• can concentrate on task of own choosing 

(cannot tolerate adult intervention)  

• Establishing eye contact  

• Imitate adult actions  

• Spontaneously look for hidden objects  

 Try saying the child’s name to get their attention and then ‘rewarding’ 

them e.g.  giving them a toy to play with.  

 Play copying games—you copy what the child does, then encourage 

them to copy you e.g. make a sound, clap your hands. 

 Hide objects under a blanket/behind something and the child should 

look for them 

2-3 years Single Channelled:  

• can switch focus between tasks if adult 

uses prompts to gain child’s attention  

• Parallel play 

 listens to stories—read them together and let the child turn the page 

 joins in repeated phrases in rhymes/stories—sing nursery rhymes and 

pause to let the child join in with repeated phrases/the end of the 

rhyme. 

 plays alongside other children  

 able to join in play and sequence together e.g. undress doll, prepare 

bath, wash and dress doll 

Attention and Listening:  

What to expect and when  
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Age Range  Stage Examples of what the child may be doing 

and suggestions of what to do 

3-4 years  Single channelled-focusing attention:  

• child is beginning to control their own 

attention 

• focuses on one thing at a time but can 

independently stop what they are do-

ing to listen  

•  full attention (auditory & visual)  

needed to follow directions  

Imaginative play and Pretend play:  

• Likes to play with other children 

 

• Concentrate on activity he/she has chosen for 15 minutes.  

• Try using objects to pretend to do an activity e.g. making tea with a plas-

tic tea set. 

4-5 years Two channelled attention:  

• Carry out task and understand verbal 

instruction related to task at the same 

time 

• Follow stories without pictures/

prompts  

• Read stories without prompting the child 

5-6 years • Integrated attention: At this stage 

child is able to: 

• To shut out unwanted/irrelevant infor-

mation and concentrate.  

• Attention is fully developed by this stage. The child is able to ignore a 

peer talking to them whilst sat next to them and concentrate on what the 

teacher is saying in the classroom 
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